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Globalists, China and media selling us fear
Exclusive: Hanne Nabintu Herland warns, 'Let us take down the
coronavirus, not our economies'
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The following analysis is based on the hypothesis that American
globalists ended up joining the U.S.-China trade war, helping China
push even more media fear of corona, simply to try to harm President
Trump – since Russia-gate, impeachment nor anything else has
worked. The horrendous outcomes may have been unanticipated, but
the results remain the same.
The United States is locked in an economic civil war over who is to
own the country, its assets and global trade. President Trump has, from
the beginning, spoken of national interest, jobs returning to American
workers, internationalist corporations paying taxes again, halting the
monopoly structures that quench local businesses, reinstating honor
for the Constitution with its profound respect for Judeo-Christian
values – and fair trade with China.
The globalist model of acquiring the world's wealth in the hands of the
top elite was at stake from the very second Trump was chosen. The
globalists, who also own the media, have attempted for years to
remove Trump. By fueling the media with fear, yet another attempt on
Trump is on the way.
In the 2020 ﬁnancial meltdown, it seems that the globalists have joined
China in attacking the U.S. economy.

This is the new chapter in the U.S.-China trade war, with empty shelves
all across the West soon to be ﬁlled by Chinese products. It is a
government-ordered shutdown of the Western economy, not
determined by lack of demand. The West is under siege by a cunning
enemy.
The current economic crisis has three components:
1. The falling oil price due to the slowing down of the Chinese
economy. Russia's "no" to OPEC+ took a hit at U.S. shale oil and
helped spur low oil prices, on which the rise of China is
dependent. Saudi Arabia is increasing its production with China
as the main customer.
2. The fear of death from the coronavirus-caused COVID-19.
3. The enhancing of this fear coming from the globalist owners of
the Western media in order to ﬁnally "get to Trump."
A short summary:650 000 people die yearly of a regular inﬂuenzas,
according to the World Health Organization. The U.S. numbers for
yearly deaths due to regular ﬂus are, as CNN reported in 2018, around
80 000.
Compared to Chinese numbers from coronavirus, the 2018 U.S.
inﬂuenza was much more "pandemic." Yet, no media pumped that
story up back then. In Italy, which has Europe's oldest population,
thousands die yearly from ﬂus – 68,000 died of various ﬂus between
2013-2017, according to one study. Over 5 million got the illness. We
never heard much about that.
The average age of those dying from COVID-19 is 79.5 years old, 70%
men, most of whom have two or three other serious diagnoses,
according to steigan.no.
Israel, with its well-informed intelligence, took the correct response by
reducing the panic, isolating its elderly and those prone to respiratory

illnesses, implementing social distance while the national economy
continued. South Korea seems to have beaten the virus, demonstrating
its discipline and collective approach by implementing social distance,
protecting the elderly and business carrying on. Let us take down the
coronavirus, not our economies.
As the Chinese markets fell due to the outbreak, stocks plunged, and
the China government allegedly responded by buying up stocks and
nationalizing assets. Allegedly, they are now doing the same in the
Wall Street market crash.
It was at this point that President Xi Jinping used the term "a devil"
about the virus. Those who have studied Confucianism know exactly
what it implies pertaining to Chinese fury. "Xi's terminology is a major
clue. He said, on the record, that this was war. And, as a counterattack,
a 'people's war' had to be launched," writes Pepe Escobar.
This was right after President Trump signed the fair trade agreement
with China back in January, correcting currency manipulation and
violations of intellectual property laws. The Chinese may have felt that
they lost face. Two weeks later, news of the virus erupted amid record
low unemployment in the United States – much to the distress of CNN,
which has tried to crush Trump for years.
Ironically, CNN now conﬁrms the massive Trump gains since he took
oﬃce, the same gains CNN formerly denied, only now in order to
demonstrate how the market crash hurts Trump. It is remarkable how
undisclosed intentions are on display in the current American
mainstream media. They are still happy to hurt Trump, even if it takes
the whole country down?
Watch Hanne's interview with Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, one of
America's leading political economists:

Financial Crisis - Paul Craig Roberts, Herland Report…
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